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                                                Instantly see potentially available jets and their estimated charter
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                                                The shown estimates are a result of sophisticated algorithms and a
                                                proprietary AI engine, trained with 8 years of historical pricing data
                                                to ensure exceptional accuracy.(Our AI approach is unique. Others
                                                overshoot prices by 30-80%, making them unreliable)
                                                


                                                Our pricing intelligence engine is currently in its Alpha stage, getting
                                                smarter with each search, every day. We're dedicated to simplifying
                                                private jet bookings, striving towards an experience as effortless as
                                                booking an Uber. While we're not quite at an 'Uber-like' level of
                                                predictability and regional coverage yet, we're on our way, and we
                                                appreciate your patience with any less-than-perfect experience in the
                                                meantime.
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                                                And receive the most competitive offers from operators.


                                                After reviewing the estimates and finalising your actual flight schedule
                                                and dates, you can move forward with submitting an official flight
                                                request. Operators will then calculate and provide all-inclusive final
                                                quotes based on your specified requirements, ready for you to review and
                                                book.(This step requires a quick registration or login for verification)
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                                                JetClass’ concierge-ops team ensures best service pre- to
                                                post-flight.


                                                Select the best aircraft offer that aligns with your needs. Once you've
                                                made your choice, secure the aircraft by completing the payment
                                                process.


                                                Your flight confirmation is just the beginning. Expect personalised
                                                travel itineraries, seamless ground transfers and access to coveted
                                                events. We meticulously plan everything, including elite dining
                                                experiences and special in-flight amenities, while managing all aspects
                                                of your travel lifestyle. This ensures your journey with JetClass is not
                                                only distinguished but also fully attuned to your preferences.
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                                Disclaimer:

                                Please note that the provided estimates are for preliminary guidance only and do not
                                guarantee final pricing or availability. While we strive to offer the most accurate
                                estimates possible, the final price may vary due to several factors including aircraft
                                availability, repositioning needs, crew availability, slots & permits, fuel costs, and
                                other variables. The estimates are designed to give you an informed starting point for
                                your decision-making.


                                The actual, all-inclusive final pricing will be calculated and presented by the
                                operators only after you have officially submitted your flight request. This final quote
                                will take into account all the specific details and requirements of your planned
                                journey.


                                We appreciate your understanding that the nature of private jet chartering can involve
                                these variations, and we are committed to providing you with the most accurate
                                information available at each step of the process.
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                    JetClass is a private jet sourcing and booking platform
                    that arranges charters for customers from third-party aircraft
                    operators. All such charter flights are operated by FAA certified
                    Part 135 air carriers and JetClass acts as an agent. It is not a
                    direct air carrier and does not carry out operations of aircraft.
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